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Abstract 

 
 Be respect Allah and biggest for his mercy and hopping that 

we will be covered with all his hospitality and we give all wishes to 

our lover Mohammed, the lover of Allah for ever. 

 This paper includes for several results which briefing the 

following: 

1- Maki Al-Kaisi, is not super creator for grammatic faces that he 

follows, put really he copies like other previously guiders  and 

that he speaks about this state he said that there is no at the 

holy book of Allah any difficulty in grammatic which is being 

there or at least its feature being their, only the process is 

considered to be "It is said by". 

2- Maki, himself depends upon the procedure limit when he 

considers the statement or the example that he observes 

between the oral text and the grammatic origin, just he 

believes that grammatic state itself is conceder to be as 

branch's meaning. 

3- Maki, himself has meaning and deep experience that are 

treating the problems of grammar and this state can be 

considered by their details and explanation that he arranges all 

the faces including with this text, sometimes he prophecys and 

estimates when he sees correct according to the grammatic 

basis. 

4- All his arrangements that include he is being with resulting 

brain, that he is trying to analysis the text and faces his 

direction with this meaning. 

5- Maki, is abled by the speeches of other readers and to explain 

with the grammar scientists like Ibn Abbas, Al-Kaisi,  Al-



Farra'a, Al-Zajaj and Al-Nahas and others whom where 

previous. 

6- Most of them who explain the holly paragraphs that deal with 

the correction to be removed. 

7- Maki searches with some scientists that Al-Anbari and Al-

Kuburi estimate. 

8- Mostly we find Maki in his investigation to research the 

nearest face to the grammar origin with out abstracting to be 

Al-Basryon or Al-Kofyon their origin. 

9- Maki, himself he is slightly to discover and deal the holly texts 

that really includes creation unless it is verb statement or 

consonants and this matter is same for the verb extension. 

10- Always Maki considers continuously what it is needed for the 

grammatic manufacturing and the procedure of the texts. 

11- Maki, avoids the far way and weak faces, and he texts the 

nearest of the rule and he is abling to carry more than one face 

that corresponding the texts. 

12- We consider that Mr. Maki having no starting with his 

consideration (Al-Kaf) in the speech of Allah "with the feature 

of the bird", it is an adjectival state to infinity (hidden) and I 

have no one that perceived with this sector (Al-Kaf). 

 

 Finally, I will hope that I explain and full the matter with 

sufficient details required to complete this paper with ideal view. 

 

 
 


